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Abstract

Spam has become an important problem for computer security because it
is a channel for spreading threats, including computer viruses, worms and
phishing. Currently, more than 85% of received emails are spam. Historical
approaches to combating these messages, including simple techniques such
as sender blacklisting or using email signatures, are no longer completely
reliable on their own. Many solutions utilise machine-learning approaches
trained with statistical representations of the terms that usually appear in
the emails. Nevertheless, these methods require a time-consuming training
step with labelled data. Dealing with the limited availability of labelled
training instances slows down the progress of filtering systems and offers
advantages to spammers. In this paper, we present a study of the effec-
tiveness of anomaly detection applied to spam filtering, which reduces the
necessity of labelling spam messages and only employs the representation of
one class of emails (i.e., legitimate or spam). This study includes a presen-
tation of the first anomaly based spam filtering system, an enhancement of
this system that applies a data reduction algorithm to the labelled dataset
to reduce processing time while maintaining detection rates and an analysis
of the suitability of choosing legitimate emails or spam as a representation
of normality.
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1. Introduction

Electronic mail is a powerful communication channel. However, as with
all useful media, it is prone to misuse. Flooding inboxes with annoying
and time-consuming messages, more than 85% of received emails are spam1.
Bulk email is not only annoying to everyday email users but also constitutes a
major computer security problem that costs billions of dollars in productivity
losses [6]. It is also commonly used as a medium for phishing (i.e., attacks
that seek to acquire sensitive information from end-users) [18] and the spread
of malicious software (e.g., computer viruses, Trojan horses, spyware and
Internet worms) [6].

Different studies have shown that spam has a notorious and prejudicial
effect on the worldwide economy. Leung and Liang [25] presented an analysis
of the impact of phishing on the market value of global firms, which showed
that phishing alerts lead to a significant negative return on stock. In a similar
vein, Mostafa Raad et al. [30] offered another study to assess the influence
and impact of spam in several companies whose email advertisements were
considered spam. Both examples clearly illustrate the necessity to detect
undesired messages and, perhaps more importantly, the need to restore users
confidence in their email filtering systems.

The academic community has proposed several approaches to solve the
spam problem [34, 9, 39, 10]. Among them, the statistical approaches [42]
use machine-learning techniques to classify emails. These approaches have
proven their efficiency in detecting spam and are the most utilised techniques
to fight it. In particular, Bayes’ theorem is widely used by anti-spam filters
(e.g., SpamAssassin [27], Bogofilter [33] and Spamprobe [7]).

Statistical approaches are usually supervised, as they require a training
set of previously labelled samples. These techniques perform better as more
training instances are available, which requires a significant amount of pre-
vious labelling work to increase the models’ accuracy. This work includes a
gathering phase, in which as many emails as possible are collected. Nonethe-
less, the availability of labelled training instances is limited, which slows the

1http://www.spam-o-meter.com/ (Oct. 17, 2011)
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progress of anti-spam systems.
In light of these difficulties, we propose the application of anomaly detec-

tion to spam filtering. Our approach can determine whether or not an email
is spam by comparing word frequency features with a dataset composed only
of what is considered normal (i.e., usually legitimate emails). If the email
under inspection presents a considerable deviation from what is considered
typical, it is considered an anomaly, or spam. This method does not need
updated data about spam messages and thus reduces the efforts of labelling
messages, working, for instance, only with a user’s valid inbox folder.

By studying our method, we noticed that the number of comparisons
needed to analyse each sample was considerably high (i.e., comparison against
every legitimate email), resulting in a high processing overhead. We therefore
present an enhancement to our approach by applying partitional clustering
to reduce the number of vectors in the dataset used as normality. This
improvement boosts scalability due to the reduction in processing time.

Finally, because the amount of spam within all email messages greatly
exceeds the number of legitimate emails, a question regarding the suitability
of choosing legitimate emails, instead of spam, as a representation of nor-
mality, may arise. Therefore, we performed a thorough study on the issue,
providing comparisons between the two approaches, using both legitimate
emails and spam as representations of normality.

In summary, our main findings presented in this paper include the follow-
ing:

• We present an anomaly-based approach for spam filtering by proposing
different deviation measures to determine whether an email is spam.

• We adapt a method for email dataset reduction based on the parti-
tional clustering algorithm Quality Threshold (QT) and generate re-
duced datasets of different sizes.

• We empirically validate the reduction algorithm by testing its accu-
racy results and comparing them to the approach using the unreduced
datasets.

• We prove that a unique, synthetically generated sample of legitimate
emails is representative enough to implement an anomaly detection
system without compromising accuracy results.
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• We show that labelling efforts can be reduced in the industry, while
still maintaining a high rate of accuracy.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides
background regarding the representation of emails based on the Vector Space
Model (VSM). Section 3 details our anomaly based method. Section 4 de-
scribes the experiments and presents the results of the approach without the
dataset reduction. Section 5 details the application of the dataset reduc-
tion step to our anomaly based method. Section 6 describes the experiments
and presents the results of our anomaly based approach enhanced with the
dataset reduction, offering a comparison with the approach that does not
perform the reducing step. Section 7 compares the use of legitimate emails
against spam as representations of normality. Section 9 discusses the im-
plications of the obtained results and shows the limitations of the proposed
approach. Finally, Section 10 concludes the paper and outlines avenues for
future work.

2. Vector Space Model for Spam Filtering

Spam filtering software attempts to accurately classify email messages into
2 main categories: spam or legitimate messages. We thus use information
found within the body and subject of an email message and discard every
other piece of information (including the sender or time-stamp of the email).
To represent messages, we remove the stop-words [40], which are words devoid
of content (e.g., ‘a’, ‘the’, ‘is’). These words do not provide any semantic
information and add noise to the model [36].

We then represent the emails using an Information Retrieval (IR) model.
Formally, let an IR model be defined as a 4-tuple [E ,Q,F , R, (qi, ej)] [3]
where

• E is a set of representations of email

• Q is a set of representations of user queries

• F is a framework for modelling emails, queries and their relationships

• R(qi, ej) is a ranking function that associates a real number with a
query qi, (qi ∈ Q) and an email representation ej, (ej ∈ E). This
function is also called a similarity function
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Let E be a set of text emails e, e : {t1, t2, ...tn}, each comprising an n
number of t terms. We consider wi,j a weight for term ti in an email ej,
whereas if wi,j is not present in ej, then wi,j = 0. Therefore, an email can
be represented as a vector, starting from its origin, of index terms e⃗j =
(w1,j, w2,j, ...wn,j).

Using this formalisation, we can apply several IR models. Spam filtering
systems commonly use the VSM. The VSM represents natural language doc-
uments in an algebraic fashion by placing the vectors in a multidimensional
space. This space is formed by only positive axis intercepts. In addition,
documents are represented as a term-by-document matrix, where the (i, j)th

element illustrates the association between the ith term and the jth docu-
ment. This association reflects the occurrence of the ith term in document j.
Terms can represent different text units (e.g., a word or phrase) and can also
be individually weighted, allowing terms to become more or less important
within a document or the entire document collection as a whole.

Specifically, we use term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf)
[28] to obtain the weight of each word, whereas the weight of the ith word in
the jth email, denoted by weight(i, j), is defined by

weight(i, j) = tfi,j · idfi (1)

where the term frequency tfi,j [28] is defined as:

tfi,j =
mi,j∑
k mk,j

(2)

where mi,j is the number of times the word ti,j appears in an email ej and∑
k mk,j is the total number of words in an email ej.
Conversely, the inverse document frequency idfi is defined as:

idfi =
|E|

|E : ti ∈ e|
(3)

where |E| is the total number of documents and |E : ti ∈ e| is the number of
documents containing the word ti,j.

We apply relevance weights to each feature based on Information Gain
(IG) [20]:

IG(j) =
∑
vj∈R

∑
Ci

P (vj, Ci) ·
P (vj, Ci)

P (vj) · P (Ci)
(4)
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where Ci is the i-th class, vj is the value of the j-th interpretation, P (vj, Ci) is
the probability that the j-th attribute has the value vj in the class Ci, P (vj)
is the probability that the j-th interpretation has the value vj in the training
data and P (Ci) is the probability of the training dataset belonging to the
class Ci. IG provides a ratio for each feature that measures its importance
to consider whether or not a sample is spam. These weights help obtain a
better distance rating among samples.

3. Anomaly Detection

Anomaly detection approaches model normality by considering any devi-
ation from this model to be anomalous. Using the word-frequency features of
the VSM described above, our anomaly detection system analyses points in
the feature space and classifies emails based on their similarity. The analysis
of an email consists of 2 different phases:

• Extraction of features from the email.

• Measuring the distance from the point representing the email to the
points that symbolise normality.

As a result, any point at a distance from normality that surpasses an
established threshold is considered an anomaly. In this study, we considered
2 different distance measures:

• Manhattan Distance: The distance between two points, v and u, is
the sum of the lengths of the projections of the line segments between
the two points onto the coordinate axes

d(x, y) =
n∑

i=0

|xi − yi| (5)

where x is the first point, y is the second point, and xi and yi are the
ith components of the first and second points, respectively.

• Euclidean Distance: This distance is the length of the line segment
connecting two points. It is calculated as
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d(x, y) =
n∑

i=0

√
x2
i − y2i (6)

where x is the first point, y is the second point, and xi and yi are the
ith components of the first and second points, respectively.

With these measures, we can compute the deviations between two dif-
ferent emails. Because we must compute these measures with points repre-
senting legitimate emails, a combination metric is required to obtain a final
distance value that considers every measure performed. To this end, our
system employs 3 simple metrics:

• The mean value calculated from every distance value in the training
dataset.

• The lowest distance value from every distance value in the training
dataset.

• The highest value of the computed distances from every distance value
in the training dataset.

When our method inspects an email a final distance value is acquired,
which depends on both the distance measure and combination metric.

4. Empirical Validation of the Simple Anomaly Detection Method

To validate our proposed method, we used the LingSpam Corpus2, Spa-
mAssassin3 public corpus and TREC 2007 Public Corpus4.

LingSpam contains a mixture of both spam and legitimate messages re-
trieved from the Linguistic list, an email distribution list about linguistics.
It has 2,893 different emails, of which 2,412 are legitimate emails obtained
by downloading digests from the list and 481 are spam emails retrieved from
the inbox of one of the authors5. From the datasets provided in this corpus,

2Available at: http://nlp.cs.aueb.gr/software and datasets/
lingspam public.tar.gz

3Available at: http://spamassassin.org/publiccorpus
4Available at: http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/~gvcormac/spam
5For a more detailed description of the corpus please refer to [1, 35]
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each with different pre-processing steps, we chose the Bare dataset, which
has no pre-processing.

The SpamAssassin corpus contains a total of 6,046 messages, of which
1,896 are spam and 4,150 are legitimate emails.

The TREC 2007 Public Corpus [12] contains all email messages deliv-
ered to a server between April 8 and July 6, 2007. The server contained
accounts that had fallen into disuse but that continued receiving spam. To
these accounts were added a number of ‘honeypot’ accounts published on
the Web and used to sign up for a number of services, some legitimate and
some not. The dataset contains 75,419 messages, of which 25,220 are legit-
imate email and 50,199 are junk messages. However, for our experiments,
we randomly extracted 30% (due to computational limitations) of the full
subcorpora, maintaining the spam-legitimate ratio. Our TREC dataset thus
contains 7,653 legitimate emails and 14,973 junk messages. Table 1 presents
an overview of the dimensions of the three datasets.

Table 1: Comparison of the used datasets. The spam ratio in all three datasets does not
follow the statistics of the number of spam messages in the real world which is higher than
85%. The SpamAssassin and TREC datasets, however, contain more realistic spam emails
and examples of obfuscated mails within them. Due to computational limitations, we only
used a randomly extracted 30% of the TREC dataset (maintaining the spam ratio).

Feature LingSpam SpamAssassin TREC
No. Spam Messages 480 1,896 14,973
No. of Ham Messages 2,412 4,150 7,653

Spam %. 16.60% 31.36% 66.18%

We performed a Stop Word Removal [40] on the three datasets based
on an external stop-word list6 and removed any non alpha-numeric charac-
ters. We then used the VSM [37], an algebraic approach for Information
Filtering (IF), IR, indexing and ranking, to create the model. This model
mathematically represents natural language documents through vectors in a
multidimensional space. Finally we extracted the top 1,000 attributes using
IG.

Specifically, we followed the next configuration for the empirical valida-
tion:

1. Cross-validation. For the LingSpam dataset, we performed a 5-fold
cross-validation [21] forming 3 different divisions of 1,930 emails and 2

6http://www.webconfs.com/stop-words.php
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divisions of 1,929 emails to represent normality and another 3 divisions
of 482 emails and 2 of 483 to measure deviations within legitimate
email. Each fold thus contains 1,930 or 1,929 legitimate emails that
represent normality and 963 or 962 testing emails, from which 483 or
482 were legitimate emails and 480 were spam. The number of legiti-
mate emails varied in the last 2 folds because the number of legitimate
emails was not divisible by 5.
Regarding the SpamAssassin dataset, we also performed a 5-fold cross-
validation to divide the dataset composed of legitimate emails (the
normal behaviour) into 5 different divisions of 3,320 emails to represent
normality and 830 to measure deviations within legitimate emails. Each
fold contains 3,320 legitimate emails that represent normality and 2,726
testing emails, from which 830 were legitimate emails and 1,896 were
spam.
Finally, for the TREC dataset, we again performed a 5-fold cross-
validation by forming 3 different divisions of 6,122 emails and two di-
visions of 6,123 emails to represent normality and another 3 divisions
of 1,531 emails and 2 of 1,530 to measure deviations within legitimate
email. Each fold thus contains 6,122 or 6,123 legitimate emails that
represent normality and 4525 or 4524 testing emails, from which 1,531
or 1,530 were legitimate emails and 2,994 were spam. The number of
legitimate emails varied in the two folds because the number of legiti-
mate emails was not divisible by 5 (Table 2).

2. Calculating distances and combination rules. We extracted the
aforementioned characteristics and employed the 2 different measures
and 3 different combination rules described in Section 3 to obtain a
final measure of deviation for each piece of testing evidence. More
accurately, we applied the Manhattan and Euclidean distances. For
the combination rules, we tested the mean value, lowest distance and
highest value.

3. Defining thresholds. For each measure and combination rule, we
established 10 different thresholds to determine whether an email was
spam. These thresholds were selected by first establishing the lowest
one. This number was the highest possible value at which no spam
messages were misclassified. The highest one was selected as the lowest
possible value at which no legitimate spam messages were misclassified.
The remaining thresholds were selected by equally dividing the range
between the first and last thresholds.
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Table 2: Number of instances within each fold of the 5-fold cross-validation process. The
number of spam emails within SpamAssassin and TREC varied in the folds because the
number of spam emails was not divisible by 5.

LingSpam
Normality Deviations
# Legit. # Legit. # Spam

Fold 1 1,929 483 480
Fold 2 1,929 483 480
Fold 3 1,930 482 480
Fold 4 1,930 482 480
Fold 5 1,930 482 480

SpamAssassin
Normality Deviations
# Legit. # Legit. # Spam

Fold 1 3,320 830 1,896
Fold 2 3,320 830 1,896
Fold 3 3,320 830 1,896
Fold 4 3,320 830 1,896
Fold 5 3,320 830 1,896

TREC
Normality Deviations
# Legit. # Legit. # Spam

Fold 1 6,122 1,531 2,994
Fold 2 6,122 1,531 2,994
Fold 3 6,122 1,531 2,994
Fold 4 6,123 1,530 2,994
Fold 5 6,123 1,530 2,994

The method is thus configurable to reduce both false positives and false
negatives. It is important to define whether it is better to classify spam
as legitimate or legitimate as spam. In particular, one may think that it
is more important to detect more spam messages than to minimise false
positives. For commercial reasons, one may think just the opposite: a
user can be bothered if their legitimate messages are flagged as spam.
To improve these errors, we applied two techniques: (i) white and
blacklisting or (ii) cost-sensitive learning. White and blacklists store
a signature of an email to be flagged as either spam (blacklisting) or
legitimate messages (whitelisting). Conversely, cost-sensitive learning
is a machine-learning technique where one can specify the cost of each
error, and the classifiers are trained to account for that consideration
[15]. We can adapt cost-sensitive learning for anomaly detection with
cost matrices.

4. Testing the method. To evaluate the results, we measured the False
Negative Ratio (FNR) and the False Positive Ratio (FPR). FNR is
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defined as:

FNR(β) =
FN

FN + TP
(7)

where TP is the number of spam emails correctly classified (true pos-
itives) and FN is the number of spam messages misclassified as legiti-
mate (false negatives).
FPR is defined as:

FPR(β) =
FP

FP + TN
(8)

where FP is the number of legitimate emails incorrectly classified as
spam while TN is the number of legitimate messages correctly classified.
Moreover, we measured the Weighted Accuracy (WA), which is defined
as:

WA(β) = 1− FNR + FPR

2
(9)

This measure is calculated due to the unbalanced nature of the datasets.
Calculating the average of the FNR and FPR, we attempt to “objec-
tively” show the best results for each configuration.
Finally, we evaluated the Area Under the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic Curve (AUC). The AUC is the area under the curve formed
by the union of the points representing the FPR and True Positive
Ratio (TPR) for each possible threshold in a plot where the X axis
represents the FPR and the Y axis represents the TPR. To calcu-
late the AUC we used the points corresponding to the 10 thresholds
selected. The area under the curve formed by these points was calcu-
lated by dividing it into 9 trapezoidal subareas and computing them
independently:

AUC =
i=9∑
i=0

(xi+1 − xi) · yi +
(xi+1 − xi) · (yi+1 − yi)

2

Table 3 shows the obtained results for the LingSpam corpus using different
distances, combination rules and thresholds. Using this dataset, the best
configuration was the one performed with the Euclidean Distance, the Mean
combination rule and 2.59319 as the threshold, which provided a 92.27% WA,
with an FNR of 8.42% and an FPR of 7.05%.
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Table 3: Results for different combination rules and distance measures using the LingSpam
corpus. The abbreviation ‘Thres’. stands for the chosen threshold. The results in bold
are the best for each combination rule and distance measure.

Manhattan Distance Euclidean Distance

Comb. Thres. FNR FPR WA Thres. FNR FPR WA

Mean

1.86313 0.00% 100.00% 50.00% 1.87061 0.00% 99.88% 50.06%
2.22637 0.21% 99.13% 50.33% 2.11147 0.21% 97.89% 50.95%
2.58960 2.79% 92.87% 52.17% 2.35233 1.67% 45.23% 76.55%
2.95284 5.71% 73.51% 60.39% 2.59319 8.42% 7.05% 92.27%
3.31608 15.92% 43.37% 70.36% 2.83405 47.29% 1.45% 75.63%
3.67931 26.46% 19.24% 77.15% 3.07490 80.25% 0.29% 59.73%

4.04255 37.71% 5.10% 78.60% 3.31576 92.63% 0.12% 53.63%
4.40579 47.88% 1.12% 75.50% 3.55662 96.46% 0.04% 51.75%
4.76902 60.63% 0.12% 69.63% 3.79748 98.96% 0.04% 50.50%
5.13226 70.13% 0.00% 64.94% 4.03834 99.38% 0.00% 50.31%

Max

3.69053 0.00% 99.96% 50.02% 3.22709 0.00% 99.79% 50.10%
3.99470 0.21% 99.25% 50.27% 3.41297 0.04% 96.31% 51.82%
4.29888 1.21% 96.77% 51.01% 3.59886 0.67% 86.44% 56.45%
4.60305 3.21% 87.89% 54.45% 3.78474 3.88% 78.61% 58.76%
4.90722 7.00% 69.44% 61.78% 3.97063 13.38% 57.55% 64.54%
5.21140 16.88% 44.32% 69.40% 4.15651 20.71% 12.89% 83.20%
5.51557 25.71% 22.51% 75.89% 4.34240 41.50% 1.66% 78.42%

5.81974 36.54% 8.25% 77.60% 4.52828 81.83% 0.41% 58.88%
6.12392 48.63% 1.70% 74.84% 4.71417 93.63% 0.12% 53.13%
6.42809 59.46% 0.00% 70.27% 4.90005 97.54% 0.00% 51.23%

Min

0.09919 0.00% 98.34% 50.83% 0.69584 0.00% 96.85% 51.58%
0.51575 0.62% 94.61% 52.38% 1.00615 0.21% 95.48% 52.16%
0.93230 3.96% 85.95% 55.05% 1.31645 0.21% 91.83% 53.98%
1.34886 8.96% 69.20% 60.92% 1.62676 1.67% 66.04% 66.14%
1.76542 21.88% 48.05% 65.04% 1.93707 6.88% 13.23% 89.95%
2.18197 33.29% 25.83% 70.44% 2.24737 37.21% 1.58% 80.61%

2.59853 44.58% 10.57% 72.42% 2.55768 79.33% 0.21% 60.23%
3.01509 56.67% 2.40% 70.46% 2.86799 92.88% 0.04% 53.54%
3.43164 67.71% 0.37% 65.96% 3.17829 98.67% 0.04% 50.65%
3.84820 76.88% 0.00% 61.56% 3.48860 99.71% 0.00% 50.15%
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Table 4: Results for different combination rules and distance measures using the SpamAs-
sassin corpus. The abbreviation ‘Thres’. stands for the chosen threshold. The results in
bold are the best for each combination rule and distance measure.

Manhattan Distance Euclidean Distance

Comb. Thres. FNR FPR WA Thres. FNR FPR WA

Mean

1.15978 0.00% 99.98% 50.01% 1.70013 0.00% 99.59% 50.20%
1.58697 0.14% 95.23% 52.32% 1.91763 2.23% 69.98% 63.90%
2.01417 1.09% 58.48% 70.22% 2.13512 18.96% 25.88% 77.58%

2.44136 7.15% 20.89% 85.98% 2.35262 43.47% 8.89% 73.82%
2.86856 23.82% 5.37% 85.40% 2.57011 69.37% 3.73% 63.45%
3.29575 49.56% 1.52% 74.46% 2.78761 87.43% 1.95% 55.31%
3.72295 72.38% 0.39% 63.62% 3.00510 93.19% 0.92% 52.95%
4.15014 85.16% 0.27% 57.29% 3.22260 96.87% 0.36% 51.39%
4.57734 92.29% 0.12% 53.80% 3.44009 98.59% 0.10% 50.66%
5.00453 95.45% 0.00% 52.27% 3.65759 99.07% 0.00% 50.46%

Max

3.39114 0.00% 100.00% 50.00% 3.41015 0.00% 99.45% 50.28%
3.70912 0.04% 99.78% 50.09% 3.55333 2.34% 82.55% 57.55%
4.02710 0.44% 98.77% 50.39% 3.69652 17.77% 36.14% 73.04%
4.34509 2.33% 95.08% 51.29% 3.83970 44.58% 8.70% 73.36%
4.66307 8.07% 83.30% 54.31% 3.98288 70.14% 2.94% 63.46%
4.98105 23.78% 46.19% 65.02% 4.12607 87.99% 1.52% 55.25%

5.29903 48.82% 12.14% 69.52% 4.26925 93.54% 0.72% 52.87%
5.61702 68.92% 2.70% 64.19% 4.41243 97.08% 0.34% 51.29%
5.93500 84.68% 0.24% 57.54% 4.55562 98.54% 0.10% 50.68%
6.25298 92.51% 0.00% 53.74% 4.69880 98.99% 0.00% 50.51%

Min

0.04335 0.00% 99.71% 50.14% 0.44679 0.00% 99.04% 50.48%
0.37633 0.11% 86.70% 56.60% 0.76440 0.08% 95.86% 52.03%
0.70930 0.55% 50.12% 74.67% 1.08201 0.22% 76.31% 61.73%
1.04228 2.24% 20.67% 88.54% 1.39962 6.00% 18.41% 87.79%

1.37525 7.48% 9.25% 91.63% 1.71723 31.39% 2.00% 83.30%
1.70823 17.93% 4.29% 88.89% 2.03484 71.46% 0.24% 64.15%
2.04120 37.69% 1.90% 80.20% 2.35245 93.98% 0.05% 52.99%
2.37418 58.95% 0.75% 70.15% 2.67006 98.14% 0.05% 50.90%
2.70715 78.22% 0.27% 60.76% 2.98767 99.15% 0.02% 50.42%
3.04013 88.69% 0.00% 55.65% 3.30528 99.64% 0.00% 50.18%
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Table 4 shows the obtained results for the SpamAssassin corpus for the
different distances, combination rules and thresholds. The best results were
obtained with the Manhattan Distance, the Min combination rule and a
1.37525 threshold, which provided a 91.63% WA, with an FNR of 7.48% and
an FPR of 9.25%.

Finally, Table 5 shows the obtained results for the TREC corpus for dif-
ferent distances, combination rules and thresholds. The best results were ob-
tained with the Euclidean Distance, the Min combination rule and a 0.08532
threshold, which provided a 74.35% WA, with an FNR of 42.93% and an
FPR of 8.36%.

Table 5: Results for different combination rules and distance measures using the TREC
corpus. The abbreviation ‘Thres’. stands for the chosen threshold. The results in bold
are the best for each combination rule and distance measure.

Manhattan Distance Euclidean Distance

Comb. Thres. FNR FPR WA Thres. FNR FPR WA

Mean

0.46807 0.00% 100.00% 50.00% 1.18474 0.00% 100.00% 50.00%
0.61292 33.13% 64.89% 50.99% 1.42634 27.07% 71.10% 50.92%
0.75777 46.24% 46.66% 53.55% 1.66794 64.56% 30.15% 52.65%
0.90263 53.37% 37.37% 54.63% 1.90954 76.18% 22.07% 50.87%
1.04748 57.37% 28.39% 57.12% 2.15114 78.08% 17.61% 52.15%

1.19233 64.38% 18.48% 58.57% 2.39273 78.60% 13.04% 54.18%
1.33718 70.46% 14.50% 57.52% 2.63433 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
1.48204 71.47% 12.91% 57.81% 2.87593 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
1.62689 73.08% 12.45% 57.23% 3.11753 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
1.77174 94.47% 0.00% 52.76% 3.35913 100.00% 0.00% 50.00%

Max

1.57424 0.00% 100.00% 50.00% 3.70404 0.00% 100.00% 50.00%
1.73442 35.18% 63.06% 50.88% 3.76495 29.24% 71.97% 49.39%
1.89460 47.30% 46.11% 53.29% 3.82585 60.25% 39.04% 50.35%
2.05478 54.29% 37.04% 54.33% 3.88676 68.98% 27.10% 51.96%
2.21496 58.80% 27.92% 56.64% 3.94767 76.26% 22.49% 50.63%
2.37515 67.35% 18.80% 56.92% 4.00857 77.92% 20.79% 50.65%
2.53533 71.16% 15.12% 56.86% 4.06948 78.23% 17.60% 52.09%
2.69551 73.05% 12.99% 56.98% 4.13039 78.53% 16.39% 52.54%

2.85569 73.13% 12.45% 57.21% 4.19129 78.60% 15.71% 52.85%
3.01587 94.47% 0.00% 52.76% 4.25220 99.96% 0.00% 50.02%

Min

0.00000 0.00% 100.00% 50.00% 0.00000 0.00% 100.00% 50.00%
0.08532 46.62% 24.85% 64.26% 0.17927 31.74% 34.71% 66.78%
0.17065 60.22% 15.37% 62.21% 0.35854 33.43% 25.85% 70.36%
0.25597 66.52% 7.13% 63.17% 0.53782 42.93% 8.36% 74.35%
0.34129 70.25% 2.59% 63.58% 0.71709 65.78% 1.02% 66.60%
0.42662 74.86% 0.88% 62.13% 0.89636 81.25% 0.26% 59.25%
0.51194 76.90% 0.30% 61.40% 1.07563 90.98% 0.18% 54.42%
0.59726 80.04% 0.10% 59.93% 1.25491 93.36% 0.10% 53.27%
0.68259 84.51% 0.03% 57.73% 1.43418 99.61% 0.01% 50.19%
0.76791 90.02% 0.00% 54.99% 1.61345 99.92% 0.00% 50.04%
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Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show different plots for the Receiver Operating Charac-
teristic (ROC) curve for each different distance measure and selection rule.

The best results were obtained with the Min distance, which is the most
conservative configuration for distance, which highlights a possible discussion
topic regarding what should be called anomaly in emails. As stated above,
more than 85% of emails today are spam; therefore, in terms of normality,
receiving a legitimate email is an anomaly. Further study on this topic is
presented in Section 7.

Note that to provide impartial results we present as best results, those
with the higher WA, but for commercial purposes, as stated before, using
configurations offering lower FNR or FPR (depending on the desired goals)
is recommended.

5. Improving the Efficiency by Reducing the Normality Dataset

Dataset reduction is a step that must be faced in different problems when
working with large datasets. In the approach presented in Section 3 that uses
non-reduced datasets, the experiments were performed with a base of over
2,000 (for the LingSpam dataset), over 4,000 (for the SpamAssassin dataset)
and over 14,000 (for the TREC dataset) legitimate emails, which means that
every sample analysed had to be compared 2,000, 4,000 or 14,000 times to
classify it as spam or not. Therefore, we propose a data reduction algorithm
based on partitional clustering.

Cluster analysis divides data into meaningful groups [22]. These tech-
niques usually employ distance measures to compare instances in datasets
to group those that appear to be similar. We can identify several types of
clustering, but the most common are hierarchical and partitional clustering.

The first approach generates clusters in a nested style, which means that
the dataset is divided into a set of clusters that are subdivided into other
clusters related hierarchically. Conversely, partitional clustering techniques
create a one-level (unnested) partitioning of the data points [22]. We are
interested in this last technique to validate our initial hypothesis because it
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(a) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(b) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(c) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Max selector.

(d) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Max selector.

(e) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Min selector.

(f) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Min selector.

Figure 1: ROC curves for the different experimental configurations applied to LingSpam.
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(a) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(b) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(c) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Max selector.

(d) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Max selector.

(e) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Min selector.

(f) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Min selector.

Figure 2: ROC curves for the different experimental configurations applied to SpamAs-
sassin.
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(a) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(b) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(c) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Max selector.

(d) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Max selector.

(e) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Min selector.

(f) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Min selector.

Figure 3: ROC curves for the different experimental configurations applied to TREC.
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input : The original dataset G, the distance threshold for each
cluster d

output: The generated clusters
Procedure QT Clust(G,d)

// Base case.

if |G| ≤ 1 then
output G

else
foreach {i|i ∈ G} do

flag ←− TRUE // Ai is the cluster started by i
Ai ←− {i}
while flag = TRUE,Ai ̸= G do

// Find j such that diameter(Ai ∪ {j}) is

minimum.

∃j ∈ (G −Ai) : ∀k ∈ (G −Ai − j) : diameter(Ai ∪ {j})
<diameter(Ai ∪ {k})
if diameter(Ai ∪ {j} > d) then

flag ←− FALSE

else
// Add j to cluster Ai.

Ai ←− Ai ∪ {j}

// Obtain C ∈ A with maximum cardinality.

output C ∈ A : ∀Ai ∈ A : |C| ≥ |Ai|
QT Clust(G − C,d)

Figure 4: QT algorithm.
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makes it possible to divide a large set of emails that represent normality (i.e.,
legitimate emails) into a reduced set of representations.

Heyer et al. [16] proposed the QT clustering algorithm to extract useful
information from large amounts of gene expression data (Fig. 4). This
clustering algorithm need not specify the number of clusters desired. It uses
a similarity threshold value to determine the maximum radial distance of
any cluster. It thus generates a variable number of clusters that meet a QT.
Its main disadvantage is the high number of distance calculations needed.
Nevertheless, this computational overhead is admissible in this case, as we
must only reduce the dataset once (we employ a static representation of
normality that remains invariable).

Our algorithm, shown in Fig. 5, is based on the concepts proposed by
Heyer et al. [16]; it is adapted to our data reduction problem and imple-
mented iteratively, instead of recursively.

Formally, let A = {A0,A1, ...,An} be the set of potential clusters. For
each vector vi in the dataset V , there is a potential cluster Ai ∈ A. A
potential cluster Ai is the set of vectors at a distance with respect to vi not
higher than the threshold previously specified.

After calculating the potential clusters, we select the cluster with the
highest number of vectors as a final cluster. We calculate its centroid, defined
as c = x1+x2+ · · ·+xk/k where x1, x2, · · · , xk are points in the feature space.
The resultant centroid is added to the final reduced dataset. Each vector vj
present in the selected cluster Ai is then removed from the original dataset
V (as they are represented by the previously calculated centroid).

Moreover, the potential clusters Aj ∈ A associated with each vector vj
previously removed are also discarded. When no available clusters remain
with a number of vectors higher than the parameter minimumvectors, the
remaining vectors in V are added to the final reduced dataset and the algo-
rithm finishes and returns the resulting reduced dataset.

The final result is a dataset containing one centroid representing each
cluster and all vectors that were not associated with any cluster by the QT
clustering algorithm.

6. Empirical Validation of the Method with Normality Dataset Re-
duction

To evaluate the performance of our method, we conducted an experiment
with 2 phases: first, we reduced the set of vectors corresponding to the rep-
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input : The original dataset V , the distance threshold for each
cluster threshold and the minimum number of vectors in each
cluster minimumvectors

output: The reduced dataset R
// Calculate the distance from each vector (set of email

features) to the rest of vectors in the dataset.

foreach {vi|vi ∈ V} do
foreach {vj|vj ∈ V} do

// If a vector vj’s distance to vi is lower than the

specified threshold, then vj is added to the

potential cluster Ai, associated to the vi vector

if distance(vi,vj) ≥ threshold then
Ai.add(vj)

// In each loop, select the potential cluster with the

highest number of vectors

while ∃Ai ∈ A : |Ai| ≥ minimumvectors and ∀Aj ∈ A : |Ai| ≥ |Aj|
and i ̸= j do

// Add the centroid vector for the cluster to the

result set

R.add(centroid(Ai))

// Discard potential clusters associated to vectors

vj ∈ Ai

foreach {vj|vj ∈ Ai} do
A.remove(Aj)

V.remove(vj)
// Remove vectors vj ∈ Ai from the clusters Ak remaining

in A
foreach {Ak|Ak ∈ A} do

foreach {vj|vj ∈ Ak and vj ∈ Ai} do
Ak.remove(vj)

// Add the remaining vectors to the final reduced dataset

foreach {vj|vj ∈ V} do
R.add(vj)

Figure 5: QT Clustering based dataset reduction algorithm.
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resentation of the legitimate emails that represent normality, and second, we
started the anomaly detection step to measure both accuracy and efficiency.

Again, we used the LingSpam, SpamAssassin and TREC 2007 datasets.
To evaluate the performance of the predictors, we used k-fold cross-validation
[21]. The same process was conducted for the approach without the reduction
step and can be reviewed in Section 4.

To test the dataset reduction algorithm proposed, 4 experimental config-
urations were selected for each distance measure. The threshold parameter
values for our QT clustering-based algorithm were selected by empirical ob-
servation and reference to the infinite threshold, which in practice is set to
the maximum value allowed for a 64-bit double variable.

Table 6: Number of vectors conforming the reduced datasets for the different reduction
thresholds.

LingSpam
Distance Quality % Average Vectors per fold
measure threshold reduction 1 2 3 4 5

Euclidean

1.50 13.21% 1,647 1,646 1,674 1,688 1,718
1.75 57.10% 800 802 817 848 871
2.00 89.72% 184 184 191 212 220
∞ 99.94% 1 1 1 1 1

Manhattan

1.50 33.75% 1,318 1,322 1,296 1,223 1,232
1.75 46.78% 1,079 1,047 1,051 979 978
2.00 62.47% 769 749 750 673 679
∞ 99.94% 1 1 1 1 1

SpamAssassin
Distance Quality % Average Vectors per fold
measure threshold reduction 1 2 3 4 5

Euclidean

1.50 89.78% 302 342 431 297 324
1.75 97.63% 66 79 102 66 79
2.00 99.34% 16 18 33 20 21
∞ 99.96% 1 1 1 1 1

Manhattan

1.50 93.59% 119 230 251 221 242
1.75 96.81% 50 117 132 109 121
2.00 98.57% 17 53 60 52 54
∞ 99.96% 1 1 1 1 1

TREC
Distance Quality % Average Vectors per fold
measure threshold reduction 1 2 3 4 5

Euclidean

0.25 56.16% 2,673 2,671 2,663 2,685 2,729
0.50 74.81% 1,531 1,504 1,528 1,577 1,570
1.00 98.28% 108 104 105 108 103
∞ 99.98% 1 1 1 1 1

Manhattan

0.50 98.06% 125 124 117 107 121
1.00 99.95% 3 3 3 3 3
1.25 99.94% 3 3 4 3 4
∞ 99.98% 1 1 1 1 1
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Table 6 shows the reductions obtained in the process. The result obtained
for the infinity threshold is a unique centroid of the whole dataset that repre-
sents the arithmetic mean vector or a single representation of normality. In
this case, selection rules did not influence the final result because the method
only performed one single comparison for each sample.

Furthermore, during our experimental evaluation, we measured the times
employed in both data reduction and anomaly detection:

• Data reduction. In this phase, we reduced the original datasets for
each fold. We used 8 different configurations to reduce each different
dataset: Euclidean distance (1.50, 1.75, 2.00 and ∞) and Manhattan
distance (1.50, 1.75, 2.00 and∞) for LingSpam and SpamAssassin; and
Euclidean distance (0.25, 0.50, 1.00 and ∞) and Manhattan distance
(0.50, 1.00, 1.25 and ∞) for TREC.

The average processing time consumed to reduce the datasets (Fig. 6)
for each configuration is 1,107 seconds for LingSpam, 3,302 seconds for
SpamAssassin and 15,235 seconds for TREC when using Euclidean dis-
tance and 751 seconds for LingSpam, 2,179 seconds for SpamAssassin
and 10,236 seconds for TREC when using Manhattan distance. This
process, despite being time consuming, is executed only once and does
not interfere with system performance.

The times do not vary considerably among the different thresholds used
for each distance measure because the operations that take a higher
processing overhead are the distance measure calculations, and the al-
gorithm proposed in Fig. 5 calculates all distances between points
before starting the clustering step. Consequently, the data reduction
algorithm performs the same heavy calculations independent of the
threshold specified.

• Sample comparison. In this phase, for each experimental configura-
tion employed in the data reduction stage, the samples were compared
to the reduced dataset.

The number of comparisons depends exclusively on the number of vec-
tors present in the resulting datasets, so the time employed in this step
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(a) Time required (in ms) to reduce
the original dataset of LingSpam.

(b) Time required (in ms) to reduce
the original dataset of SpamAssassin

(c) Time required (in ms) to reduce
the original dataset of TREC

Figure 6: The X axis shows the different experimental configurations selected for the data
reduction step. The Y axis shows the time required by each clustering process performed,
expressed in milliseconds.
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is inversely proportional to the threshold value used in the clustering
algorithm.

Fig. 7 shows the average time employed by the comparison step for
each testing sample. The time required for comparison is lower when
utilising fewer vectors. For Euclidean distance the average comparison
time varies from 494.53 ms for a 1.50 clustering threshold value, to
0.46 ms for an ∞ threshold (comparison against a single vector rep-
resentation) with LingSpam, from 121.07 ms for a 1.50 threshold to
0.35 for an ∞ threshold with SpamAssassin and from 1,063.56 ms for
a 0.25 threshold to 0.41 for an ∞ threshold with TREC. In Manhat-
tan distance, times are lower due to the simplicity of the calculations
needed, varying from 257.55 ms, 56.22 ms and 32.11 ms to 0.30 ms, 0.24
and 0.34 with LingSpam, SpamAssassin and TREC respectively. Com-
pared to LingSpam, SpamAssassin and TREC present lower compar-
ison times despite their larger sizes. The increased reduction suffered
by the datasets causes this difference (as in Table 6).

Hereafter, we obtained the representation of the emails from all three
datasets, reduced the dataset using the 2 different distance measures and 4
different threshold values (resulting into 16 different reduced datasets) and
employed the same 2 different measures and the 3 combination rules described
in Section to test the datasets and obtain a final measure of deviation for
each testing sample.

For each measure and combination rule, we established 10 different thresh-
olds to determine whether an email was spam and selected the one that
resulted in the best results in each case.

We evaluated the results by measuring the FNR, FPR, WA and AUC.
Tables 7, 8 and 9 show the obtained results. To simplify the results presented,
we only show the performance associated with the best threshold for each
configuration.

Our anomaly-based spam filtering system is able to correctly detect over
92% of junk mails while maintaining a rate of misclassified legitimate emails
below 6% with the best configuration tested with LingSpam (Euclidean dis-
tance, 1.75 threshold and Mean rule).

For SpamAssassin, the WA approaches 90% with fewer than 7% misclas-
sified legitimate emails (Manhattan distance, 2.00 threshold and Min rule).
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(a) Time required by the compari-
son phase for each reduced dataset of
LingSpam

(b) Time required by the comparison
phase for each reduced dataset of Spa-
mAssassin

(c) Time required by the compari-
son phase for each reduced dataset of
TREC

Figure 7: The X axis represents the resulting reduction rate for each dataset after apply-
ing the clustering step. The bigger the reduction rate, the lower the number of vectors
utilised. The Y axis represents the average comparison time for each e-mail, expressed in
milliseconds.
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Table 7: Results for the different reduced datasets of LingSpam, combination rules and
distance measures.

LingSpam

Distance QT Selection rule Threshold FNR FPR WA

Euclidean

Without reduction
Mean 2.59319 8.42% 7.05% 92.27%
Max 4.15651 20.71% 12.89% 83.20%
Min 1.93707 6.88% 13.23% 89.95%

1.50
Mean 2.61855 9.04% 6.80% 92.08%
Max 4.15651 20.71% 12.89% 83.20%
Min 2.01180 9.71% 6.47% 91.91%

1.75
Mean 2.72416 9.75% 5.80% 92.22%
Max 4.15651 20.71% 12.89% 83.20%
Min 2.05017 11.71% 5.02% 91.64%

2.00
Mean 2.91093 11.21% 5.14% 91.83%
Max 4.15647 20.71% 12.89% 83.20%
Min 2.08618 14.75% 4.10% 90.57%

∞
Mean 2.11057 16.33% 3.65% 90.01%
Max 2.11057 16.33% 3.65% 90.01%
Min 2.11057 16.33% 3.65% 90.01%

Manhattan

Without reduction
Mean 4.04255 37.71% 5.10% 78.60%
Max 5.81974 36.54% 8.25% 77.60%
Min 2.59853 44.58% 10.57% 72.42%

1.50
Mean 3.97401 26.17% 13.06% 80.39%
Max 5.81974 36.54% 8.25% 77.60%
Min 2.91339 29.00% 9.91% 80.55%

1.75
Mean 4.08539 26.08% 10.41% 81.76%
Max 5.81974 36.54% 8.25% 77.60%
Min 3.05884 28.83% 6.67% 82.25%

2.00
Mean 4.22296 25.50% 7.92% 83.29%
Max 5.81974 36.54% 8.25% 77.60%
Min 3.20269 27.67% 5.14% 83.60%

∞
Mean 3.58608 24.33% 10.95% 82.36%
Max 3.58608 24.33% 10.95% 82.36%
Min 3.58608 24.33% 10.95% 82.36%
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Finally, for the TREC dataset, we obtain the worst results with only a 74.82%
WA and an improvable 9.19% misclassified legitimate emails (Euclidean dis-
tance, 1.75 threshold and Min rule).

The Min combination rule achieved the best results for SpamAssassin
and TREC, while the Mean combination rule was the best for LingSpam
(though this can be discussed, as the Min combination rule produces fewer
misclassified legitimate emails while maintaining a similar WA).

Table 8: Results for the different reduced datasets of SpamAssassin, combination rules
and distance measures.

SpamAssassin

Distance QT Selection rule Threshold FNR FPR WA

Euclidean

Without reduction
Mean 2.13512 18.96% 25.88% 77.58%
Max 3.83970 44.58% 8.70% 73.36%
Min 1.39962 6.00% 18.41% 87.79%

1.50
Mean 2.27873 22.34% 22.60% 77.53%
Max 3.66095 34.07% 20.48% 72.72%
Min 1.47257 12.45% 9.04% 89.26%

1.75
Mean 2.43757 24.67% 22.51% 76.41%
Max 3.64738 32.34% 22.51% 72.58%
Min 1.50019 13.70% 10.02% 88.14%

2.00
Mean 2.54008 19.75% 34.80% 72.73%
Max 3.58818 22.95% 34.24% 71.40%
Min 1.51793 14.12% 14.87% 85.50%

∞
Mean 1.55007 15.63% 30.43% 76.97%
Max 1.55007 15.63% 30.43% 76.97%
Min 1.55007 15.63% 30.43% 76.97%

Manhattan

Without reduction
Mean 2.44136 7.15% 20.89% 85.98%
Max 5.29903 48.82% 12.14% 69.52%
Min 1.37525 7.48% 9.25% 91.63%

1.50
Mean 3.01706 8.21% 18.94% 86.43%
Max 5.29349 51.31% 11.08% 68.80%
Min 2.07288 17.03% 8.65% 87.16%

1.75
Mean 3.14866 8.14% 24.05% 83.90%
Max 5.29349 56.17% 10.99% 66.42%
Min 2.07288 10.52% 13.04% 88.22%

2.00
Mean 3.52854 19.18% 13.49% 83.66%
Max 4.97643 31.71% 40.58% 63.86%
Min 2.33412 13.86% 6.70% 89.72%

∞
Mean 2.37407 6.73% 19.08% 87.09%
Max 2.37407 6.73% 19.08% 87.09%
Min 2.37407 6.73% 19.08% 87.09%
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Table 9: Results for the different reduced datasets of TREC, combination rules and dis-
tance measures.

TREC

Distance QT Selection rule Threshold FNR FPR WA

Euclidean

Without reduction
Mean 2.63433 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
Max 4.19129 78.60% 15.71% 52.85%
Min 0.53782 42.93% 8.36% 74.35%

1.50
Mean 2.47451 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
Max 4.19129 78.60% 15.71% 52.85%
Min 0.53782 42.65% 8.49% 74.43%

1.75
Mean 2.49432 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
Max 4.19129 78.60% 15.71% 52.85%
Min 0.53782 41.17% 9.19% 74.82%

2.00
Mean 2.43508 78.62% 12.41% 54.48%
Max 4.13039 78.53% 16.39% 52.54%
Min 0.76720 65.10% 14.05% 60.43%

∞
Mean 2.33679 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
Max 2.33679 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%
Min 2.33679 78.66% 12.41% 54.46%

Manhattan

Without reduction
Mean 1.19233 64.38% 18.48% 58.57%
Max 2.85569 73.13% 12.45% 57.21%
Min 0.08532 46.62% 24.85% 64.26%

1.50
Mean 1.53588 71.45% 12.70% 57.92%
Max 2.69551 73.05% 12.99% 56.98%
Min 0.46470 68.50% 8.35% 61.58%

1.75
Mean 1.51117 55.66% 24.62% 59.86%
Max 2.37515 67.35% 18.80% 56.92%
Min 0.96223 83.03% 0.80% 58.09%

2.00
Mean 1.54777 56.32% 28.83% 57.43%
Max 2.69551 73.05% 12.99% 56.98%
Min 1.02516 85.68% 0.54% 56.89%

∞
Mean 1.18801 64.43% 17.30% 59.14%
Max 1.18801 64.43% 17.30% 59.14%
Min 1.18801 64.43% 17.30% 59.14%
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(a) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(b) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(c) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Max selector.

(d) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Max selector.

(e) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Min selector.

(f) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Min selector.

Figure 8: ROC curves for the different experimental configurations applied to LingSpam.
Each figure shows 4 ROC curves corresponding to the different reduced datasets.
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(a) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(b) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(c) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Max selector.

(d) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Max selector.

(e) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Min selector.

(f) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Min selector.

Figure 9: ROC curves for the different experimental configurations applied to SpamAs-
sassin. Each figure shows 4 ROC curves corresponding to the different reduced datasets.
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(a) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(b) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Mean selector.

(c) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Max selector.

(d) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Max selector.

(e) ROC curve for the Euclidean dis-
tance and Min selector.

(f) ROC curve for the Manhattan dis-
tance and Min selector.

Figure 10: ROC curves for the different experimental configurations applied to TREC.
Each figure shows 4 ROC curves corresponding to the different reduced datasets.
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Figs. 8, 9 and 10 show different plots for each different distance measure
and selection rule. In each plot are 4 ROC curves corresponding to the
4 different reduced datasets. In some cases, the ROC curve shows better
results when the threshold employed for reduction is ∞ (thus, the number
of vectors to compare is only 1).

Figs. 11(a), 11(b) and 11(c) represent the evolution of the configurations
for the different reduction rates. Regarding Min and Max selection rules, as
the number of vectors diminishes, the system loses accuracy for SpamAssassin
and TREC but maintains it for LingSpam. Nevertheless, when the samples
were compared to the mean vector, the results improve for all three datasets.

This behaviour is more noticeable for Max selector because it is more sen-
sitive to groups of vectors distant from the normality representation, which
can have a negative effect because it alters the distance value. Conversely,
the Min selector achieved the best results in almost all cases. This fact, as
stated above, highlights a possible discussion topic regarding what should be
called an anomaly in emails.

7. Representation of Normality: Legitimate vs. Spam

To evaluate the suitability of choosing spam as anomaly, we performed
several experiments using spam to represent normality to compare against the
results obtained with the approach that represents normality using legitimate
messages. The experiments were conducted following the methods described
in Sections 3 and 5, only this time, spam was the normal behaviour and
legitimate emails were the anomaly.

Again, we used the LingSpam, SpamAssassin and TREC 2007 Public
Corpus datasets and followed the same configuration detailed above (Section
4).

For the LingSpam dataset, we performed a 5-fold cross-validation [21] by
dividing the dataset of spam emails (the normal behaviour) into 5 different
divisions of 96 messages, using 4 to represent normality and 1 to measure
deviations. Each fold thus contains 384 spam emails that represent normality
and 2,508 testing emails, from which 96 were spam and 2,412 were legitimate
emails.

For the SpamAssassin dataset, we also performed a 5-fold cross-validation.
Each fold contains 1,517 or 1,516 spam emails that represent normality and
4,530 or 4,529 testing emails, from which 380 or 379 were spam emails and
4,150 were legitimate emails.
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(a) Dataset reduction rate and the
accuracy achieved with each reduced
dataset of LingSpam.

(b) Dataset reduction rate and the
accuracy achieved with each reduced
dataset of SpamAssassin.

(c) Dataset reduction rate and the
accuracy achieved with each reduced
dataset of TREC.

Figure 11: The Dataset reduction line represents the increasing reduction rate (the higher
the rate, the lower the number of samples in the reduced dataset), while the other lines
represent the AUC obtained with each reduced dataset.
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In the TREC dataset, the 5-fold cross-validation divided spam emails
into 3 different divisions of 11,978 emails and 2 divisions of 11,979 emails
to represent normality. Each fold has 11,979 or 11,978 spam emails that
represent normality and 10,647 or 10,648 testing emails, from which 2,994 or
2,995 were spam emails and 7,653 were legitimate emails (Table 10).

Table 10: Number of instances within each fold of the 5-fold cross-validation process. The
number of spam emails within SpamAssassin and TREC varied in the folds because the
number of spam emails was not divisible by 5.

LingSpam
Normality Deviations
# Spam # Spam # Legit.

Fold 1 384 96 2,412
Fold 2 384 96 2,412
Fold 3 384 96 2,412
Fold 4 384 96 2,412
Fold 5 384 96 2,412

SpamAssassin
Normality Deviations
# Spam # Spam # Legit.

Fold 1 1,516 380 4,150
Fold 2 1,517 379 4,150
Fold 3 1,517 379 4,150
Fold 4 1,517 379 4,150
Fold 5 1,517 379 4,150

TREC
Normality Deviations
# Spam # Spam # Legit.

Fold 1 11,979 2,994 7,653
Fold 2 11,979 2,994 7,653
Fold 3 11,978 2,995 7,653
Fold 4 11,978 2,995 7,653
Fold 5 11,978 2,995 7,653

Calculation of the different distances and combination rules, the definition
of the thresholds and the way to test the method are described in Section 4.

7.1. Results of Anomaly-based Approach without Dataset Reduction and Spam
as Normality

Table 11 shows the best results obtained for each testing dataset (i.e.,
LingSpam, SpamAssassin and TREC) using different distances, combination
rules and thresholds. The best results were offered for all three datasets by
the Euclidean Distance with the Min combination rule: 84.58% FNR, 0.43%
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FPR and 57.49% WA for LingSpam; 59.49% FNR, 1.47% FPR and 69.52%
WA for SpamAssassin; and 10.53% FNR, 32.01% FPR and 78.73% WA for
TREC.

Table 11: Best results obtained for different combination rules and distance measures with
our anomaly-based approach without the clustering step when using spam to represent
normality, thus considering legitimate emails as anomalous behaviour. ‘Thres.’ stands for
the chosen threshold.

LingSpam

Manhattan Distance Euclidean Distance

Comb. Thres. FNR FPR WA Thres. FNR FPR WA
Mean 2.96003 100.00% 0.00% 50.00% 2.34311 100.00% 0.00% 50.00%
Max 9.04422 32.08% 65.15% 51.38% 4.72080 64.38% 25.68% 54.97%
Min 0.70134 87.50% 2.52% 54.99% 1.28991 84.58% 0.43% 57.49%

SpamAssassin

Manhattan Distance Euclidean Distance

Comb. Thres. FNR FPR WA Thres. FNR FPR WA
Mean 2.44163 100.00% 0.00% 50.00% 1.97276 100.00% 0.00% 50.00%
Max 4.91811 100.00% 0.00% 50.00% 4.43060 43.41% 19.75% 68.42%
Min 0.40784 76.90% 1.60% 60.75% 1.27859 59.49% 1.47% 69.52%

TREC

Manhattan Distance Euclidean Distance

Comb. Thres. FNR FPR WA Thres. FNR FPR WA
Mean 0.69536 100.00% 0.00% 50.00% 1.73610 44.18% 52.15% 51.46%
Max 2.69006 99.93% 0.00% 50.04% 3.77008 66.15% 32.59% 50.63%
Min 0.00000 29.45% 20.99% 74.78% 0.43639 10.53% 32.01% 78.73%

7.2. Results of Anomaly-based Approach with Dataset Reduction and Spam
as Normality

Table 12 shows the best results obtained for each testing dataset (i.e.,
LingSpam, SpamAssassin and TREC). Only configurations with the Min
selection rule are shown, as they outperformed both the Mean and Max
rules in all cases.

In the table, we also include the best results of the approach without the
clustering step for comparison purposes. These results confirm that using
our proposed dataset reduction does not diminish detecting capabilities but,
in fact, could increase them (at least one configuration for all three datasets
outperforms the results obtained without reduction). The best results were
obtained with Manhattan distance for LingSpam and SpamAssassin and with
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Table 12: Best results obtained for different combination rules and distance measures
with our anomaly-based approach applying the dataset reduction step when using spam
to represent normality, hence considering legitimate emails as an anomalous behaviour.
‘Thres.’ stands for the chosen threshold.

LingSpam

Distance QT Selection rule Threshold FNR FPR WA

Euclidean

Without reduction Min 1.28991 84.58% 0.43% 57.49%
0.25 Min 1.28991 84.58% 0.43% 57.49%
1.00 Min 1.28991 84.58% 0.43% 57.49%
2.00 Min 1.44940 83.33% 2.84% 56.91%
∞ Min 1.28257 99.79% 0.20% 50.01%

Manhattan

Without reduction Min 0.70134 87.50% 2.52% 54.99%
0.25 Min 0.70134 87.50% 2.52% 54.99%
1.00 Min 1.69034 71.46% 12.91% 57.82%
2.00 Min 2.21186 71.04% 8.70% 60.13%
∞ Min 2.96003 100.00% 0.00% 50.00%

SpamAssassin

Distance QT Selection rule Threshold FNR FPR WA

Euclidean

Without reduction Min 1.27859 59.49% 1.47% 69.52%
0.25 Min 1.27859 59.49% 1.47% 69.52%
1.00 Min 1.27859 59.55% 1.81% 69.32%
2.00 Min 1.07816 86.71% 2.33% 55.48%
∞ Min 0.83543 100.00% 0.00% 50.00%

Manhattan

Without reduction Min 0.40784 76.90% 1.60% 60.75%
0.25 Min 0.40784 77.37% 1.60% 60.51%
1.00 Min 0.82545 69.41% 1.46% 64.57%
2.00 Min 2.06302 37.29% 22.69% 70.01%
∞ Min 0.69476 100.00% 0.00% 50.00%

TREC

Distance QT Selection rule Threshold FNR FPR WA

Euclidean

Without reduction Min 0.43639 10.53% 32.01% 78.73%
0.25 Min 0.46411 8.86% 33.18% 78.98%
0.50 Min 0.46416 9.60% 30.69% 79.85%
0.75 Min 0.69692 4.05% 51.70% 72.12%
∞ Min 1.03371 68.18% 27.30% 52.26%

Manhattan

Without reduction Min 0.00000 29.45% 20.99% 74.78%
0.25 Min 0.31199 3.41% 61.78% 67.40%
0.50 Min 0.49392 2.83% 68.73% 64.22%
0.75 Min 0.70688 2.53% 76.74% 60.37%
∞ Min 0.69476 100.00% 0.00% 50.00%
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Euclidean distance for TREC: 71.04% FNR, 8.70% FPR and 60.13% WA for
LingSpam; 37.29% FNR, 22.69% FPR and 70.01% WA for SpamAssassin;
and 9.60% FNR, 30.69% FPR and 79.85% WA for TREC.

8. Comparison of the Approaches

Table 13 compares the best results obtained for each approach, consider-
ing spam or legitimate emails as anomaly, and the different tested configura-
tions. In summary, the Min selection rule always provided the best results,
Euclidean distance is the best in our experiments, and finally, regarding
the suitability of using legitimate emails or spam to represent normality,
we obtain different readings. On one hand, for the LingSpam and Spa-
mAssassin datasets, the best approach uses legitimate emails to represent
normality, thus considering spam as anomaly. On the other hand, for the
TREC dataset, we obtain better results when considering legitimate emails
as anomaly. This is a consequence of the different types of emails contained
within each dataset, with TREC the most current, complete and heteroge-
neous dataset of the three, clearly showing the importance of the nature of
the normality dataset.

9. Discussion

The final results show that this method achieves high accuracy levels,
minimising the labelling efforts with a dataset of only one class of emails:
legitimate or spam. Nevertheless, several discussion points arise regarding
the suitability of the proposed method.

The VSM on which this method relies assumes that every term is in-
dependent, which is, at least from a linguistic point of view, not completely
true. Though emails are usually represented as a sequence of words, there are
relationships between words on a semantic level that also affect emails [11].
Specifically, we can find several linguistic phenomena in natural languages
[31]:

• Synonyms: Two or more words are interchangeable because of their
similar (or identical) meaning (e.g., ‘buy’ and ‘purchase’) [8].

• Hyponyms: Specific instances of a more general word (e.g., ‘spicy’
and ‘salty’ are hyponyms of ‘flavour’)[13].
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Table 13: Best results obtained for the two approaches (i.e., considering spam or legitimate
as anomaly) applying both methods (i.e., anomaly detection with and without clustering)
for different combination rules and distance measures.

Dataset Approach FNR FPR WA Configuration

LingSpam

Spam is anomaly
without clustering

8.42% 7.05% 92.27%
Euclidean, Mean and
2.59319 thres.

Spam is anomaly
with clustering

9.75% 5.80% 92.22%
Euclidean, QT of 1.75,
Mean and 2.72416
thres.

Legitimate is
anomaly without
clustering

84.58% 0.43% 57.49%
Euclidean, Min and
1.28991 thres.

Legitimate is
anomaly with
clustering

71.04% 8.70% 60.13%
Manhattan, QT of
2.00, Min and 2.21186
thres.

SpamAssassin

Spam is anomaly
without clustering

7.48% 9.25% 91.63%
Manhattan, Min and
1.37525 thres.

Spam is anomaly
with clustering

13.86% 6.70% 89.72%
Manhattan, QT of
2.00, Min and 2.33412
thres.

Legitimate is
anomaly without
clustering

59.49% 1.47% 69.52%
Euclidean, Min and
1.27859 thres.

Legitimate is
anomaly with
clustering

37.29% 22.69% 70.01%
Manhattan, QT of
2.00, Min and 2.06302
thres.

TREC

Spam is anomaly
without clustering

42.93% 8.36% 74.35%
Euclidean, Min and
0.53782 thres.

Spam is anomaly
with clustering

41.17% 9.19% 74.82%
Euclidean, QT of 1.75,
Min and 0.53782 thres.

Legitimate is
anomaly without
clustering

10.53% 32.01% 78.73%
Euclidean, Min and
0.43639 thres.

Legitimate is
anomaly with
clustering

9.60% 30.69% 79.85%
Euclidean, QT of 0.50,
Min and 0.46416 thres.
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• Metonymy: The substitution of one word for another with which it
is associated (e.g., ‘police’ instead of ‘law enforcement’) [32].

• Homography: Words with the same orthography but different mean-
ing (e.g., ‘bear’: ‘to support and carry’ and ‘an animal’) [29].

• Word-groups: Clusters of words that have semantic meaning when
they are grouped (e.g., ‘New York City’).

Therefore, our representation cannot handle the existing linguistic phe-
nomena in natural languages [5]. In fact, attacks exist that evade spam
filtering systems with synonyms [19], which our model cannot defeat.

As a solution, researchers have recently proposed the Topic-based Vec-
tor Space Model (TVSM) [5] and the enhanced Topic-based Vector Space
Model (eTVSM) [23]. The TVSM represents documents using a vector-
representation where axes are topics rather than terms and terms are there-
fore weighted based upon how strongly related they are to a topic. Con-
versely, the eTVSM uses ontology to represent the different relations between
terms and, in this way, provides a richer natural language retrieval model that
can accommodate synonyms, homonyms and other linguistic phenomena [2].
Using eTVSM for spam filtering has already been proposed [38], but further
study on combining anomaly detection and eTVSM could offer interesting
results.

A problem also derives from IR and Natural Language Processing (NLP)
when dealing with semantics: Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), which is
considered necessary to accomplish most NLP tasks [17]. A spammer may
evade our method by explicitly exchanging key words in an email with other
polyseme terms. In a previous work we explored the use of semantics in spam
filtering by introducing a pre-processing step of WSD [24], but, as happens
with eTVSM, combining both techniques could be interesting. Nevertheless,
a semantic approach for spam filtering must handle the semantics of different
languages [4] and thus be language-dependant.

Our method also has several limitations due to the representation of
emails. Because most spam filtering techniques are based on the frequen-
cies that terms appear within messages, spammers have started modifying
their techniques to evade filters.

For example, Good Word Attack is a method that modifies term statis-
tics by appending a set of words that are characteristic of legitimate emails,
thereby bypassing spam filters. To overcome this problem, we could adopt
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some proposed methods to improve spam filtering, including Multiple In-
stance Learning (MIL) [14]. MIL divides an instance or vector in traditional
supervised learning methods into several sub-instances and classifies the origi-
nal vector based on the sub-instances [26]. Zhou et al. [43] proposed adopting
MIL for spam filtering by dividing an email into a bag of multiple segments
and classifying it as spam if at least one instance in the corresponding bag was
spam. Another attack, known as tokenisation, works against the message’s
feature selection by splitting or modifying key message features, rendering
the term-representation no longer feasible [41]. All of these attacks, which
spammers have been adopting, should be accounted for when constructing
future spam-filtering systems.

Moreover, the QTs and each selection rule’s thresholds were selected
through empirical observation. An extensive analysis is mandatory to detect
possible optimisations. An automated process could select the best threshold
combinations to improve the results of our filtering system.

Finally, despite the behaviour of anomaly based spam filtering, using
spam messages to represent normality behaves poorly; the improvements
that show this behaviour when testing the TREC dataset, the most hetero-
geneous dataset of the three used, lead to the conclusion that, in real world
environments, legitimate emails should be considered the anomaly. Further
research on this assumption should be performed with other recent datasets.

10. Conclusions

Spam is a serious computer security issue that is not only annoying for
end-users, but also financially damaging and dangerous to computer security
because of the possible spread of other threats like malware or phishing. The
classic machine-learning-based spam filtering methods, despite their ability
to detect spam, require a time-consuming step of labelling emails.

In this paper, we presented a spam filtering system inspired by anomaly
detection systems. Using this method, we can reduce the number of required
labelled messages and therefore reduce effort for the filtering industry. To
improve the scalability of this method, we also provide an optimisation that,
through clustering techniques, reduces the normality dataset, thus reducing
the number of comparisons performed when analysing new samples; it also
improves the efficiency of the approach while maintaining its efficacy.

Future versions of this spam filtering system will move in four main di-
rections. First, we will focus on attacks against statistical spam filtering
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systems, including tokenisation or Good Word Attacks. Second, we plan to
include a semantic-aware layer to this method by supporting several linguis-
tic phenomena and by being able to tackle ambiguity attacks. Third, we will
automate the threshold selection process to improve the results of our filter-
ing system. Finally, we will expand the study of what must be considered an
anomaly in the email filtering problem by testing with other recent datasets
and studying the nature of both approaches to find possible optimisations.

Glossary

AUC Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve

eTVSM enhanced Topic-based Vector Space Model

FNR False Negative Ratio

FPR False Positive Ratio

IF Information Filtering

IG Information Gain

IR Information Retrieval

MIL Multiple Instance Learning

NLP Natural Language Processing

QT Quality Threshold

ROC Receiver Operating Characteristic

tf-idf term frequency - inverse document frequency

TPR True Positive Ratio

TVSM Topic-based Vector Space Model

VSM Vector Space Model

WA Weighted Accuracy

WSD Word Sense Disambiguation
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